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[1] Even today, hate continues to haunt us. In the 20th century, it was no different with 

segregation and countless wars taking place. People everywhere were devastated by destruction 

and despair while others neglected their responsibilities as global citizens. Fortunately, a ray of 

hope emerged in America thanks to Eleanor Roosevelt's efforts - she served as an inspiration for 

many during this time of turmoil.Claudia Johnson, a respected political figure and former First 

Lady herself, pays homage to Eleanor Roosevelt's legacy by citing her inspiring words as well as 

providing insight into the woman she personally knew. Through these efforts, Johnson seeks to 

motivate other women to emulate Eleanor's courage and dedication. 

 

[2] Through her writing, Claudia Johnson brilliantly highlights the outspokenness of Eleanor 

Roosevelt by using a quote from someone living under Hitler: “The most urgent, the most 

disgraceful, the most shameful and the most tragic problem- is silence.” This serves as an 

effective contrast to what many people during that time were afraid to address publicly. Johnson 

reinforces the concept that Roosevelt was vocal about her opinion on matters concerning African 

Americans and those who are otherwise underprivileged in society (Johnson). 

 

Through her speech, Johnson ignites a spark in the hearts of her audience to utilize their power as 

women in politics and do good, just like Eleanor Roosevelt once did. Claudia Johnson is 

determined for those listening to become the next generation of Eleanor Roosevelts so that they 

can further what was achieved during Roosevelt's lifetime - perhaps even more than anyone 

could have imagined!. Eleanor Roosevelt's passion was contagious, and by channeling her 

enthusiasm in her audience, she inspired them to commit to their work with full force. She 

evoked powerful emotions within those who interacted with her, motivating them to make the 

most of what they do and love it just as much as she did. 

 

[3] Not simply making assumptions, this speaker draws on her personal experience as a political 

figure to emphasize the uniqueness of Eleanor Roosevelt. Furthermore, she illustrates why Mrs. 

Roosevelt was such a groundbreaking leader at that time by expressing how she “extended her 

hand and hospitality” to them (Johnson). Through these words, one can truly witness the 

immense impact Eleanor had on those around her during this era.Eleanor Roosevelt leveraged 

her charisma to steadily extend her reach, subsequently earning the title of “First Lady in the 

world” (Johnson). Far from shrinking away from this newly acquired clout, she instead seized 

upon it as an opportunity to improve people's lives. 

 

By illustrating how Eleanor Roosevelt embraced conflict in both her professional and personal 

life, Claudia Johnson asserts that this is a desirable trait for other women aspiring to become 

political figures. She encourages them not to shy away from disagreements but instead intervene 

with the aim of resolving it--even if they are expected by society to do otherwise. 

 

Through instilling a sense of ambition in her listeners, Claudia Johnson motivates women to live 

up to the standards Eleanor Roosevelt set and make meaningful changes that positively influence 

the lives of others. Johnson's credibility from knowing Eleanor Roosevelt allows her to expound 

upon the great truths of Roosevelt and consequently, easily compel her listeners to mirror 



Roosevelt’s success. Her audience leave her presence inspired with a thirst for achieving similar 

greatness as Eleanor did. 

 

[4]Claudia Johnson powerfully inspired her audience of mainly women to move beyond the 

private sphere and put their knowledge and political influence into action in order to effect 

change, following Eleanor Roosevelt's lead. According to Johnson, Eleanor would not want 

accolades for her accomplishments that neglect how they were initially met with scorn.For many 

women, speaking out against inequity and iniquities is difficult. That's why Claudia Johnson 

draws upon her extensive political experience and ability to rouse emotion from her listeners to 

motivate them into real action towards a better world. She has used this tactic with great success 

for years!She understands that Eleanor Roosevelt's work isn't complete yet and is intent on 

inspiring the next wave of dissenting, vocal women. To further this goal she often references 

literature criticizing passivity while providing her own insight as a powerful woman with 

political experience to embolden women internationally to take action. 
 


